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The following is the Eligibilty List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found  eligible to be admitted
in the Main Examination  for selection to the post of TRANSLATOR (Malayalam to English) - STATEWIDE
(Category No. 239/2018 ) in ADVOCATE GENERAL OFFICE, ERNAKULAM on Rs.26500 - 56,700/-(P.R.) on the
basis of an OMR Examination  held on 25-09-2019.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not, in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Phone : 0471-2546400
eMail : kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

PL.No.

ELIGIBILITY LIST

100107 100138 100178 100185 100190 100214

100232 100367 100412 100446 100475 100536

100568 100593 100697 100701 100707 100758

100793 100801 100835 100867 100894 101004

101018 101041 101162 101228 101322 101323

101370 101389 101485 101533 101847 101858

101898 101955 101983 102036 102095 102355

102426 102580 102585 102589 102651 102691

102782 102884 102993 103013 103061 103096

103148 103284 103334 103496 103609 103740

103836 103848 104271 104463 104467 104479

104568 104577 104615 104629 104656 104752

104804 104823 104864 104867 105338 105466

105901 105907 106069 106082 106328 106423

106498 106649 106653 106824 106862 107077

107106 107127 107142 107572 107658 107659

107794 107935 107972 108003 108122 108186
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108247 108466 108538

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. 

Note:- (2) This list has been prepared by including  candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR  Examination
held on 25.9.2019.

Note :- (3) The candidates who have secured 52 ( fifty two ) marks and above are included in this Eligibility List . The
minimum marks in respect of candidates belonging to various reservation communities have been lowered to ensure
their adequate representation in this List. Such candidates shall not be considered for the main examination unless
they prove their claim of  community stated in their application form  submitted for this post.

Note:- (4) Candidates included in this  List should present and produce in person with the original documents for One
Time Verification.The detailed schedule of verification of documents will be informed through the  profile of these
candidates  and also published in the website of the Kerala Public Service Commission,  www.keralapsc.gov.in. 

NOTE 5 :- The Scheduled Caste or Scheduled Tribe candidates who are claiming reservation in appointment and age
relaxation should produce a Community Certificate which is obtained within the preceeding three years from the last
date of receipt of application, ie 31.01.2019 or obtained up to the  date of verification  from a Revenue authority not
below the rank of a Tahsildar, as and when required by the Commission.

NOTE 6 :- The Backward Community candidates who claim reservation in appointment should produce a Non-
Creamy Layer Certificate which is obtained within the  preceeding  one year from the last date of receipt of
application, ie, 31.01.2019 or obtained  up to date of verification from a Revenue authority not below the rank of a
Village Officer, and the candidate who claim age relaxation alone shall produce  a Caste Certificate as and when
required by the Commission.

NOTE 7 :- In the case of difference in the Caste/ Community claimed in the application with that of entered in SSLC, 
they shall produce a gazette notification in this regard, along with  a Non- Creamy Layer Certificate / Community
Certificate at the time of verification.

 NOTE 8:- If the documents produced by a candidate is found defective , the Commission reserves the right to  the
rejection of the candidature at any stage of selection as per rule.

NOTE 9 :- The marks obtained in the preliminary O.M.R. examination held on 25.09.2019 will not be considered
for ranking.

NOTE 10:- According to the existing procedure, revaluation of Answer Scripts is not allowed. But Answer Scripts will
be rechecked if the candidate apply for the same in the prescribed form available  free of cost  from the Enquiry 
Sections  of the various Offices of the Commission or its photocopy, or downloaded and printed in A4 size paper  from
the  Commission's Website- www.keralapsc.gov.in  or photocopies there from along with a prescribed fee of Rs. 85/-
(Rupees Eighty Five Only) under the Head of Account  "0051 - PSC - 105 STATE PSC 99 - Examination Fee " 
addressed to the Deputy Secretary (Examinations - II ), Kerala Public Service Commission , Pattom P.O.,
Thiruvananthapuram -695 004. Applications submitted  in any other manner  will not be considered . A period of 15
(Fifteen) days  time to apply for rechecking of Answer Scripts will be allowed  to the candidate with effect from the
date  on which this Eligibility List is uploaded in the website of the Commission (on or before  24.09.2021).
Rechecking of Invalidated answer Scripts  due to any defects will not be considered . Application for Rechecking
received after the stipulated  time will not be entertained and fee once remitted will not be refunded.

NOTE 11 :- Candidates who wish to obtain a photocopy of their OMR Answer Sheets (Part A & Part B) relating to
the selection shall remit a Fee of Rs. 335/ ( Rupees Three Hundred and thirty Five  Only) in any  of the Treasuries in
the State (Head of Account : 0051 - PSC - 800 - STATE PSC - 99 OTHER RECEIPTS). The duly filled in application
form  available  from the Commission's Website, www.keralapsc.gov.in, along with the original chalan should be
submitted  to the Deputy Secretary (Examinations II) , Kerala  Public Service Commission, Pattom P.O.,
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 004 within 15 (Fifteen ) days from the date on which this Eligibility List is uploaded
in the website of the Commission. A copy of the answer sheet will be issued only once to a candidate. Copy of 
OMR answer sheet invalidated due to any defect  will not be issued. Candidates are prohibited from applying for a
copy of the answer sheet which is not their own , and legal proceedings will be initiated against those who do so. The
Last date of receipt of applications is 24.09.2021.
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